Lamp Holder

General Information

Product Identifier: AN145-1_Ever_0907
Brand Name: Everspring
Product Version: 1.1
Z-Wave Certification #: ZC08-09100005

Z-Wave Product Information

- Supports Z-Wave Beaming Technology? Yes
- Supports Z-Wave Network Security? Yes
- Supports Z-Wave AES-128 Security S0? No
- Supports Security S2? No
- SmartStart Compatible? No

Z-Wave Technical Information

- Z-Wave Frequency: U.S. / Canada / Mexico
- Z-Wave Product ID: 0x0001
- Z-Wave Product Type: 0x0004
- Z-Wave Hardware Platform: ZW0301
- Z-Wave Development Kit Version: 5.02 (PATCH 2)
- Z-Wave Library Type: Routing Slave
- Z-Wave Device Class: Switch Binary / Binary Power Switch

Supported Command Classes (7):

- Command Class Basic
- Command Class Powerlevel
- Command Class Switch All
- Command Class Version
- Command Class Manufacturer Specific
- Command Class Protection
- Command Class Switch Binary